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ttainbow Glass. The soap-bubble colors upon glass are produced 
by a vapor, which is deposited on the hot glass before it goes into the 
annealing oven. The vapor comes from a mixture of protoehloride of 
tin, carbonate of baryta, and carbonate of strontian. I t  is said that 
the workmen of a Bohemian manufiu~'turer, wishing ro celebrate his 
arrival, kindled some Bengal lights in the annealing furnaces, and the 
piec('s which were in the fimmces all became iridescent. The colors 
can be removed by lmrd rubl)ing. Messrs. Cl6mandot and Fremy 
produced a pearly lustre, llke that of shells, by means of different 
chemical ag('.nts, ehlorhydrlc acid among others, under pressures of 
four, five or six atmospheres. They were thus able to imitate the 
magnificent glasses of antiquity, which have become iridescent through 
the lapse of time. Bull. de {(~ Soe. d' J~'ncot~r. C. 

Photographing the  Solar Corona.--Huggins has succeeded, 
by tile aid of colored glasses and solutions of potassic manganate, in 
photographing the corona. Using a Newton 3-inch telescope, with a 
fi}cat distance of 3~ feet, he obtains -t very distinct,photographic image 
of the sun, without any perceptil)le defect. When the exposure is 
v(,r)~ rapid there can be seen around the sun, under suitable conditions 
of ilhnninati<)n, the interior corona, which is more regular in form 
than the exterior corona, and which extends about a quarter of a solar 
diameter beyond the sun's image. An exposure a little less rapid 
prodaccs a reversal of the photographic image of the sun ; the inte- 
ri()r corona is absorbed in the ex{erior, which appears blai?k, as in a 
negative proof. I f  the exposure is a little longer~ the reversal is pro- 
dared both in the selar image and in the corona, but not in those parts 
of the plate which are .lflhcted by the atmospheric light alone. After- 
wards the plate represents the corona in white, as in a positive proof, 
an t the atmospheric light in black. Then the straight and curved 
]ines, and the other varied forms which characterize the corona, can be 
easily traccd. (:apt. Ab~ey has earefiflly compared these plates with 
those which were taken during the last total eclipse. He does not doubt 
that H uggins is able to photograph elm corona at any time, without  
waiting fi)r eclipses which occur only fifteen times in a century. The 
new method will enable observers, especially in southern climates and 
at high elevt~tions, to make this phenomenon, which is one of so great 
importance in solar research, the subject of daily study.--Uomptea 
12endus, Jan. 2, 1883. C. 


